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 Our overall class theme so far has focused on making us critically think about ordinary 

things and stuff we come in contact with or see as we carry out our day. Many times when we 

see these things we may miss the complete meaning because we are seeing it with a certain 

perspective or not really delving into what is beneath the surface. Or perhaps we are not asking 

the right questions. The premise of this class is meant to change our perspective on things and 

stuff. Our blog entries so far in class have served a purpose. A means to an end you might say. 

We expressed in the initial blog entry where we grew up and I believe we should have learned 

how our experiences may have helped shape our current perspectives. We looked at how to peak 

someone’s interest in the university with our second blog about the cleanliness of AUM. Next we 

attempted to figure out what kind of person someone is by their office door décor. We explained 

the pros and cons of our home and how private they may be in our next blog. We looked for 

similarities between a prison and the AUM Wellness Center. This should prove that you can 

almost always find similarities between things and stuff even if they do not seem similar at first 

glance. With our latest blog entry we looked at abandoned or forbidden places that we may have 

visited in the past and what thoughts we took away from those experiences. 

 I am interested in this class because many times I do not take the time to find different 

meanings in things and stuff. Like what story does a certain thing or place tell? I intend for my 

topic to be a wastewater treatment plant. This class has helped me think of questions you could 

raise to others to explain what the perceptions of a treatment plant is and why they should change 

their perspective. 

 I currently hold a grade IV wastewater certification from the Alabama Department of 

Environmental Management which is the highest level of certification the state issues. I work at 

two different wastewater plants in the area. I have a vast working knowledge in the wastewater 
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industry and I hope to convey the importance of a wastewater plant in my research paper. Also 

my major is environmental science. 

 In the past I have used many different sources to collect information for research projects. 

I have used online search engines to find information as well as magazine articles and 

professional journals. I have interviewed people with the credentials to be qualified to speak on a 

particular topic. I have used library resources in the past but I am not very familiar with the 

AUM Library Aumnicat multi-search/database tools although they seem very straightforward. 

 I plan to use wastewater magazines and professional journals as well as online databases 

as tools for my research paper. I will use regulatory documents from the Environmental 

Protection Agency and the Alabama Department of Environmental Management. I will include 

insight and perspective from the General Manager of the Wetumpka Water Works which also 

happens to be an engineer that has designed wastewater plants. I also hope to discover new 

avenues to find information in this class. 

 In my research paper I intend to pose several different questions to convey the 

importance of a wastewater treatment plant. First, what is a wastewater plant? Second, how does 

a plant work, and how do environmental regulations help drive the process? Third, why should 

my audience care about a wastewater plant? And finally, why is a wastewater plant so vital to 

overall water quality? 
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